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WebStatistics

r2967 - 2019-06-14 - 10:11  TWikiAdminUser

Statistics for AXIALPET Web Month: Topic views: Topic saves: File uploads: Most popular topic views: Top viewers: Top contributors...

PetConf
r94 - 2014-10-03 - 16:48  ChristianJoram

AX PET Contributions to conferences (most recent first) 1. PET symposium, Krakow Sept 2014 : AX PET: from demonstrator towards a full ring brain scanner (slides... 

PetDoc
r34 - 2014-10-02 - 19:02  ChristianJoram

AX PET Internal Axial PET notes R. Verheyden (JSI, Ljubljana) on measurements taken during AAA campaign 2010 J. Seguinot et al. to the WLS studies (... 

WebHome
r28 - 2012-07-19 - 09:00  ChristianJoram

AX PET A Demonstrator for an Axial PET Camera with WLS Strips and G APD Readout The image shows the reconstruction of different sections of a NEMA IQ Mouse Phantom...

CrystalsDetectors
r34 - 2012-03-15 - 15:40  ChristianJoram

AX PET Crystals, WLS Strips and Photodetectors LYSO crystal detectors measurements Page with access to individual data sheets eff distribution: mean value...

PetPhantoms
r5 - 2011-07-18 - 17:00  ChristianJoram

3D Axial PET Phantoms used in AX PET measurements Mini Deluxe phantom (made at CERN) https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/AXIALPET/PetPhantoms/Mini deluxe phantom...

ElectronicsDAQ
r55 - 2011-04-05 - 11:07  MatthieuHeller

3D Axial PET Electronics and Data Acquisition DAQ program documentation: 1. Instructions to run DAQ: daqrurn; 2. DAQ software description: daqdoc; 3. Documentation...

AxPetSwMaintenance
r11 - 2010-12-16 - 08:37  MarkusJoos

Introduction It has been decided in a meeting with Viviana Fanti and Christian Joram that Markus Joos will take care of the maintenance of the DAQ system (one PC and... 

PetPics
r2 - 2010-09-24 - 17:38  ChristianJoram

Pictures from the campaign at the company AAA in Saint Genis (Technoparc) can be found http://ph dep dt.web.cern.ch/ph dep dt/photogallery/AXPET/AAA/photos.htm...

AbstractPW
NEW - 2009-07-08 - 09:37  ChristianJoram

Peter Weilhammer CERN and Ohio State University. on behalf of the AX PET collaboration. (INFN Bari, CERN, Univ. of Michigan, OSU, Univ. of Oslo, INFN Rome, IFIC Valencia...

AbstractWL
Title AX PET, a Demonstrator for PET imaging using long axially oriented scintillating Crystals

Abstract

Two PET scanner modules have been built in order to demonstrate...
AXIALPET Web Preferences

The following settings are web preferences of the AXIALPET web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences in...
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r2 - 2006-11-15 - 20:43  TWikiContributor
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r3 - 2006-11-15 - 20:43  TWikiContributor
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r2 - 2006-01-24 - 07:07  TWikiContributor

TWiki's AXIALPET web The 1 web of TWiki. TWiki is a Web Based Collaboration Platform for the Enterprise.
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r4 - 2005-03-28 - 11:40  TWikiContributor

/AXIALPET The 1 web of TWiki. TWiki is a Web Based Collaboration Platform for the Enterprise.
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r5 - 2005-03-28 - 11:40  TWikiContributor

This is a subscription service to be automatically notified by e mail when topics change in this 1 web. This is a convenient service, so you do not have to come...
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NEW - 2000-01-01 - 01:00  PeterJones

TWeeder info for AXIALPET Total Number of topics: 37 0 Topics updated during the last 7 days Days Web Topic Date 0 Topics updated during the...
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